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by Katie Clark

Making A Rainbow

 When I’m feeling sad or grumpy, I

like to look at colors. They make me feel

happier. When Dad said we could paint

my room I picked yellow. When Mom

asked what color blanket I wanted for my

bed I picked blue and red.

 I really like colorful things.

 Yesterday Mom told me some bad news. Uncle David is sick. He’s in the hospital.

Tomorrow after school we are going to visit him. Mom is going to bring him !owers

and balloons. Those things are colorful. They should help him feel happier.

 But now I am sad. I need to cheer myself up. I don’t have any balloons or !owers,

but I do have crayons and paper.

 First, I clear o" the desk in my room. It’s covered up with books and toys and

clothes. Next, I open my crayons and lay out a clean sheet of paper.

 Then I begin my art. I start with red, then orange. Next comes yellow, green,

blue, and purple.

 I focus on making my lines nice and neat. That’s the kind of art I enjoy.

 When I’m done, I hold up my paper. It’s a beautiful rainbow. Most importantly, 

it’s very colorful.
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 The next day, Mom picks me up from school. My paper is still resting in my bag.

Mom drives us to the hospital. We ride the elevator to the second !oor. We "nd Uncle

David’s room.

 Uncle David lies in his bed. He smiles when he sees us. Mom gives him the

balloons and !owers. I open my bag and give him my rainbow.

 Uncle David’s smile grows bigger. He gives me a hug. 

 I found something that makes me even happier than colors.

 A new idea comes to me. I smile and tuck the paper away in my backpack.
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3) What makes the child feel happier than colors?

1) Why did the child feel sad?

a)   The child didn’t have any colorful things to give Uncle David.

b)   The child was going to miss her play time next day.

c)   The child didn’t like traveling.

d)  None of the above.

Making A Rainbow 3rd grade !ction by Katie Clark

4) Write the colors of the rainbow in order.

5) Can you recount some instances to prove that the child is really fond of colors?

2) Write the antonyms for the words.

healthy 

beautiful

-

-

good news 

happy

-

-

Making A Rainbow
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Answer key

3) What makes the child feel happier than colors?

Uncle David’s happiness on seeing the painting makes the child feel happier   

than colors, in other words doing something special for someone.

1) Why did the child feel sad?

a)   The child didn’t have any colorful things to give Uncle David.

b)   The child was going to miss her play time next day.

c)   The child didn’t like traveling.

d)  None of the above.

Making A Rainbow 3rd grade !ction by Katie Clark

Violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange and red are the seven colors of 

the rainbow.

4) Write the colors of the rainbow in order.

5) Can you recount some instances to prove that the child is really fond of colors?

When the child feels sad, she looks at colors and becomes happy. She picks    

yellow paint for her room, and chooses blue and red for her blanket.

2) Write the antonyms for the words.

healthy sick

uglybeautiful

-

-

good news bad news

sadhappy

-

-

Making A Rainbow
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